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IS INVESTING STARTING TO 
GET DIFFICULT AGAIN?
I hope so

Ben Inker

F
or the last eight years, investing has seemed to be 
a pretty easy activity to most observers. Not only 
have markets given strong returns, but the apparent 
riskiness of both individual assets and overall 
portfolios has been low. It has not simply been 
the lack of giant, horrifying market dislocations 
that gives the impression of low risk, but the 

combination of very low general market volatility and an extremely 
friendly correlation structure such that stocks and bonds have been 
wonderfully diversifying. For most investors, this has been a happy 
combination. For those investors targeting a given level of volatility, 
whether through risk parity or otherwise, it has been a license to 
lever up their exposures significantly, to generally good results. Last 
quarter, investing started to seem a little harder. Not only were returns 
to most assets mildly negative, but volatility rose and correlations 
shifted. That’s a good thing, probably a necessary thing if investors 
are to achieve their long-term goals. On the other hand, we’ve only 
started the transition from easy to hard, and that path is, almost by 
definition, not a pleasant one. Investing is often a case of “be careful 
what you wish for.” “Easy” is fun in the shorter term, and the shorter 
term can go on for a surprising amount of time, but it winds up being 

self-defeating. “Hard” is, well, hard, and it’s hard to like things that 
are hard. Personally, I’m hoping for a return to hard. Not only should 
it lead to better long-term returns to investors, but it is also a good deal 
more interesting. Maybe last quarter was a blip and we are going to 
go back to “easy” for a while longer. If determining when easy turns 
to hard were easy, well, hard wouldn’t be as hard. But portfolios built 
for “easy” are poorly designed for “hard.” If conditions prevailing in 
the first part of this year persist, asset valuations will very likely have 
to fall, and the process could become disorderly if levered positions 
have to be unwound reasonably quickly. 

So, what is investing again? 
A decent working definition of investing is deploying capital to per-
form an economic function for which some rational counterparty is 
willing to compensate you. That may seem like a pointlessly broad 
definition, but in reality, keeping it in mind can really help you deter-
mine whether an activity is actually “investing” in the first place, as 
well as how much you should expect to make from an investing activ-
ity. The investing world is not perfectly efficient, and a counterparty 
might have different goals and incentives than you predict, but even 
still I think it’s a surprisingly helpful framework. Some ways of using 
this framework are discussed in the paper “Back to Basics” from a 
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The quote

High quality bonds 
did their job in the 

financial crisis. 
But what is more 
surprising is how 

astonishingly well they 
have done their job 

since then.

few years ago, but I’d like to relate it to “easy” and “hard” 
in recent market conditions. 

Equities should give a risk premium over bonds and 
cash in the long run due to a combination of what they 
mean for the issuer and what they mean for the buyer. 
For the issuer, equity is the lowest-risk capital he or she 
can raise. It never needs to be paid back, has no con-
tractually required payments, and can never drive a 
company into bankruptcy. In return for this low risk, 
rational issuers should be willing to pay a higher long-
term cost than they would for “riskier” capital. For the 
purchaser, the same features that are positive for issuers 
make equity riskier than other ways of providing capital 
to a company. But it is not the idiosyncratic risk of an 
investment gone wrong that explains why stock investors 
should demand a decently sized risk premium. It is the 
correlated risk. Given the cyclical nature of the economy 
and the fact that corporate profits are the most volatile 
major constituent of GDP, most equities will tend to do 
badly at the same time. But even that doesn’t justify an 
equity risk premium anything like as big as we have seen 
historically. It is the fact that equity losses will occur at 
just the time that is most painful for the entities that own 
them. And that is the key. A portfolio does not exist in 
isolation. For almost all investing entities – whether an 
individual saving for retirement, a corporate or public 
pension fund, an endowment or foundation, or a sov-
ereign wealth fund – the most crucial risk is the risk of 
losing money in the portfolio at the same time that cash 
flow from other activities is drying up. Losing money in 
your portfolio stinks. Losing your job stinks more. Los-
ing money in your portfolio at the same time you lose 
your job is even worse, and that correlation is what makes 
“risk assets” risky. While an endowment or sovereign 
wealth fund can’t lose its job in the same way an indi-
vidual can, talk to a development officer or tax collector 
about what happened to cash inflows during the financial 
crisis, and you’ll find that the impact is analogous. 

So where do “easy” and “hard” come in? Let’s imag-
ine I told you that economic downturns were avoidable 
and governments could act in ways that all but guaran-
teed that they would be brief and minor events. What 
would that do to the risk premium you’d require from 
risk assets? If you were a company needing capital, what 
would that do to your choice of what kind of capital to 
raise? For the buyer, believing that downturns would be 
infrequent and shallow would make you demand less of 
a risk premium to buy equity. For the issuer, despite that 
smaller risk premium, you’d still generally prefer a higher 
debt to equity ratio than you would otherwise. Actually, 
this framing helps explain what is otherwise an odd fea-
ture of recent corporate behaviour. At a time when the 
cost of equity is low both relative to history and the cur-
rent return on capital, why have companies been issuing 
debt and buying back stock instead of issuing stock to 
raise capital? If corporations believe that downturns will 
be uncommon and mild, they will rationally respond by 

shifting their capital structure away from expensive but 
safe capital (equity) into cheaper and riskier capital (debt). 

Arguably, the height of this behaviour has not been 
the last few years, but rather the years leading up to 
the financial crisis. Back then, the “Great Modera-
tion” had many investors convinced that economic 
downturns simply didn’t happen anymore. This led 
to the most extreme mispricing of risk that we’ve ever 
been able to see in financial market history. While pre-
vious bubbles brought individual assets to price levels 
far more extreme than what was seen in the run-up 
to the financial crisis, the general risk/reward trade-
off was farther from “normal” than anything we have 
ever seen. Figure 1 shows a return/volatility scatterplot 
from our asset class forecasts as of June 2007, along 
with a regression line showing the general relationship.  

The slope of the line should be positive – riskier assets 
should be priced to deliver higher returns. But the Great 
Moderation changed investor perceptions of risk such 
that the slope went strongly negative. The financial cri-
sis obviously came as a horrible shock to that mindset, 
but the rapid recovery in corporate cash flow in the af-
termath and the consequent lower levels of distress than 
previous cycles experienced have served to assuage in-
vestors’ economic concerns. The passage of time has also 
dimmed the memories of the pain of the crisis, such that 
most investors seem to believe they would stay the course 
through another such crisis, whether or not they held 
their nerve last time. 

But there is another feature of markets since the crisis 
that has exacerbated the impact on financial markets. 
Not only have fears of economic downturns receded 
again in the minds of investors, but it has seemed easier 
than ever to protect portfolios even should something 

Figure 1.  Expected Real Return vs. Volatility Trade-off 
(June 2007)
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Notes: The expectations provided above are based upon the reasonable beliefs of the 
Asset Allocation team and are not a guarantee. Expectations speak only as of the date 
they are made, and GMO assumes no duty to and does not undertake to update such 
expectations. Expectations are subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, 
which change over time. Actual results may differ materially from those anticipated in the 
expectations above.
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bad occur. Risky assets are risky because of when they will lose you 
money. There is an asset, however, that is likely to cushion the blow 
at that exact time – high quality bonds. Two important things tend 
to happen in depressions that are helpful to bonds. First, inflation 
tends to undershoot expectations as demand disappoints. And sec-
ond, central banks generally ease monetary policy, lowering rates 
in real terms to stimulate the economy. Both of these accrue to the 
benefit of high quality bonds, and owners will receive a windfall 
from their bond holdings in a depression, which can mitigate losses 
suffered elsewhere in the portfolio. 

The fact that bonds also tend to give a better return than cash 
helps explain why bonds are a mainstay of all but the most aggres-
sive portfolios, and, to an extent, helps explain the appeal of risk 
parity strategies. High quality bonds did their job in the financial 
crisis. But what is more surprising is how astonishingly well they 
have done their job since then. Despite the fact that stock markets 
and bond markets have simultaneously rerated since 2009 – that is 
to say their valuations have risen substantially – the correlation be-
tween stock returns and bond returns has been more negative than 
at any time in history other than the Great Depression. We can see 
that clearly in Figure 2. 

Through most of the last 150 years, the correlation between stock 
and bond returns on a monthly basis has been positive, averaging a 
little under 0.2. This is a low enough figure to mean that they use-
fully diversify each other, but not in a hugely impressive way. The 
last decade, however, has seen a profound shift in this relationship, 
with the correlation dropping to -0.64, with the last five years a still 
stunningly low -0.55 despite the fact that no bad economic events 
have actually occurred. This is actually a monumental shift. With 
a correlation of 0.2, adding bonds to a stock portfolio increases the 
volatility of a portfolio relative to using cash for your low-risk asset. 
At -0.55, adding bonds to your portfolio sharply reduces overall 
portfolio volatility, as can be seen in Figure 3.

Over the last five years (and the five years prior), adding bonds 
to a stock portfolio decreased volatility materially, and leverag-
ing up your bonds decreased volatility still further. Historically, 
adding an 80% levered bond position to a 60% stock 

position would have increased overall volatility from 9% to 11%. For 
the last decade, that 80% bond position would have decreased risk 
from 9% to 7.6%. This has helped traditional portfolios have lower 
risk than investors might have expected and has been even more 
beneficial to those in risk parity or volatility targeting strategies. 

The impact on a volatility targeting strategy has been particu-
larly startling, because those portfolios are naturally impacted by 
both correlations and trailing volatility. Historically, if you want-
ed a 60%/40% blend of stocks and bonds to have 10% volatility, 
you needed to lever the portfolio by 3%, giving you a portfolio of 
62% stocks/41% bonds/-3% cash. Figure 4 shows what the port-
folio would look like given the conditions of the last five years. 

The leverage has gone from a 3% “why bother” level to a stun-
ning 139%. If the last five years are a reasonable representation of 
the future, 143%/96%/-139% is the new 60%/40%. If you could 
expect the same risk premia over cash today as historically normal 
levels, this would mean the expected return of the portfolio has 
gone from 3.1% above cash to 7.3% above cash! While this would 
indeed be lovely, that’s simply too much of a free lunch to believe. 
If the risk of portfolios has truly dropped in the way that the lever-

Figure 2.Correlation between Stock and Bond Returns
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Figure 3.Impact of Correlations on Portfolio Volatility
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Figure 4.  Gross Exposure Needed for a 60% Stock/40% Bond  
Portfolio to Have 10% Volatility
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age suggests, you don’t deserve to get paid anything like 7.3%. If 
risk is going to revert to the longer-term averages, the leveraged 
portfolio winds up having a volatility of over 20%, so maybe you 
do “deserve” your 7.3%, but with such a high volatility you will 
wind up compounding at a much lower rate anyway.

Free lunches shouldn’t persist in investing. They require coun-
terparties to not only be irrational, but to also have a continual 
inflow of cash to replenish the economic losses that flow from 
their poor decisions. Low volatility and favourable correlations 
should not stably coexist with large ex-ante risk premia. But that 
statement does not specify which state of the world we are in. Has 
risk fallen sustainably and risk premia fallen along with it? If so, 
you will need to lever up to try to earn the kinds of returns that 
unlevered portfolios used to deliver. Or has the recent “easy” 
environment been a temporary one that is bound to reverse? My 
money is on the latter (literally, as well as figuratively). Even if 
the natural volatility of the economy has fallen over time and 
even if policy response is better than it was 80 years ago, nei-
ther markets nor economies are all that well-behaved. Stability 
breeds instability, as Hyman Minsky pointed out 40 years ago. 
Statistically, we should expect to get periods of relative calm in 
any natural (or randomly generated) system, and those periods 
end. But beyond that, the calm itself encourages behaviours that 
eventually lead to highly volatile outcomes. The very existence 
of risk parity and volatility targeting strategies creates fragility 
in the markets in the form of feedback loops. At first, a period of 
calm will lead to increased leverage, which creates net buying to 
support markets. But a rise in volatility or shift in correlations 
can lead to deleveraging and selling pressure just when markets 
are already shaky. 

Beyond Purgatory and Hell 
I’ve spent a lot of time over the past few years discussing the 
scenarios of Hell and Purgatory. Those two scenarios differ in 
the equilibrium level of cash rates, but assume that risk premia 
are largely unaffected. Equities have a lower required return in 
Hell because the alternative of holding cash or bonds has a lower 
return than it used to, but we still assume a 4-4.5% equity risk 
premium over cash and a 1-1.5% term premium for bonds over 
cash. The low volatility and negative correlation scenario is a 
different shift – a decrease in required risk premia due to the 
fact that diversified investment portfolios are less risky to inves-

tors. As with the Hell scenario, the “low-risk” scenario makes 
for a rosier short-term outlook. Today’s valuations of US stocks 
and bonds can be decently explained by a combination of Hell, 
low volatility, and negative correlations. If inflation stays low 
AND cash rates remain low AND cooperative markets allow 
portfolio engineering to reduce the risk of stock/bond portfolios, 
you can make today’s valuation levels make sense. On our data, 
US stocks look priced to deliver something around 3-3.5% real 
if they stay at today’s levels forever. That’s perhaps a 3% risk 
premium over cash, assuming market estimates for cash rates 
are correct. Bonds are priced to deliver perhaps 0-0.5% above 
cash. Those are smaller risk premia than we have seen histori-
cally, too small in our minds if future correlations are positive 
again and true economic risk is in line with historical volatilities 
instead of recent ones. But those smaller risk premia may well 
be perfectly reasonable in a low-risk, negative correlation world. 

And that brings us back to the first quarter of 2018. It’s not 
that portfolios did all that badly in the quarter. A 60% stock/40% 
bond portfolio lost about 1.2% in the first three months of the 
year. Most risk parity portfolios seem to have performed simi-
larly or perhaps a little worse. But the more striking thing about 
the quarter was that volatility rose and correlations shifted. It’s 
an extremely short period, I know, but in the quarter, the an-
nualised volatility for the S&P 500 was 19% and the correlation 
between stocks and bonds was between -0.2 to +0.1 depending 
on whether you were looking at 1-day, 5-day, or 20-day returns. 
That is in contrast with the last 5 years, where the volatility of 
the S&P 500 was under 8% and the correlation between stocks 
and bonds has been -0.55. In other words, after years of very low 
volatility and strongly negative correlations, last quarter looked 
a lot more like the average conditions investors have experienced 
over the last 150 years. In that world, historically normal risk 
premia make a lot of sense, and all of our collective investment 
goals rely on those risk premia remaining similar to historical 
levels. The trouble is that markets today, particularly US mar-
kets, aren’t priced for that world, so if current conditions persist, 
I believe valuations are likely to fall. 

But I still think that’s the preferable outcome. We can either 
have an easy world, and get paid little for investing, or a hard 
world where we get paid more. Easy may be more fun in the 
short run, but give me harder and more profitable any day of 
the week. fs


